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TOURNAMENT CONCLUDES

GEORGIA BOYS CLAIM TROPHY

AoC LOSES GREAT FIGHT

Citizens Worry Over City’s Fate
   There were tears and many saddened faces outside of
the Union Telegraph Office when word finally came
that the great Bar Room Brawl Tournament II had
come to an end and that the Army of Georgia, by the
merest of margins, claimed a victory over their arch
rivals, the Army of the Cumberland.  And while the
tally sheet seemed to confirm the report, many in the
crowd expressed surprise that the boys in blue were
coming back to their encampments without the “big
eared” trophy.
   “This is such a disappointment”, offered Harlan
Waller.  “I’ve watched this thing from the beginning
and I could have sworn that our boys would be coming
home with laurels!  Do you suppose that they somehow
got the count wrong?”
   Frank O’Leary echoed Waller’s sentiments, but with
emphasis on the lack of what would be called a
decisive outcome.  “All we’re talking about here is a
lousy 458 points!  Why, that’s nothing…a punched
chad!  I think that somebody ought to ask for a recount.
I mean, isn’t there some kind of automatic recount that
goes into effect when the score is that close?!!!”
   Lyle Bricksford tried to put a more positive spin on
the outcome.  Making more of a statement than
offering a question he said, “Well, with only those few
points making the difference, the Rebs couldn’t
possibly take back Nashville now, could they?  I mean
you don’t do all of that fighting, almost 12,000 points
worth for each side, and then claim you’ve got the right
to take over the city.  That don’t make sense!”
   But others in the crowd were quick to raise the issue
of validity and recognized the truth of the matter.
   “Now I told ya a’fore this that Paul Smith knew what
he was a’doin and all about.  He got that thar Army of
Georgia fired up all the way to the Mason-Dixon Line
and back, and them Southron boys couldn’t be bested
nohows!  Ya all got PUNKED!”, chortled Silas Nesbitt.
With Constance Dribble at his side, busily chewing up
a storm, he prattled on, “No, no, it don’t do ya no good
to cry about a few points this way or that.  Ya all got
your keesters kicked and ya knows it!”
   Its apparent that the issue of kicked keesters will
probably be debated for some time to come, but the

more immediate concern seemed to be the status of
city.  Nashville has remained for the moment in
Federal hands, but rumors are swirling that the Rebels
would demand possession of the place as the legitimate
prize of their efforts!  “This whole business about
giving up Nashville got started when the Rebs said that
they’d look forward to taking over the Sentinel after the
tournament was concluded!”, said Col. Downey.
“There was mention made early on that the wild-eyed,
Rebel Colonel Kocher would gladly pay the Sentinel

offices a personal visit should the AoG win.”
   “I remember that,” intoned the youthful Clayton
Fanning, while casually flipping his oddly shaped, air-
filled animal bladder around.  “That Kocher feller had
some grudge against Colonel Meyer cuz he wasn’t
from Oregon, or some such thing.  And then Paul
Harney went and shot off his LeMat pistol in the
Woodin Injun Tavern because John Fogarty said he
had big ears!”
   But Fanning’s distorted recollection of the incident
was immediately disputed by Nesbitt who attempted to
set the record straight.  “NO, NO, NO!  You’ve got it
all wrong.  It was Colonel Meyer what blasted the dang
hole in the roof of Miss Clarissa’s after he’d got turned
down by Missy Laura!  And then he went swagger’n
around like he done owned the place and riled up the
Georgia boys with his long-winded speech’afying and
such!”
   This caused much consternation and head shaking in
the crowd until Senator Charles Burblington stepped
forward in an attempt to calm the situation.  “My
friends, my friends!  I can tell you with ample reason
that there’s no reason to be unreasonable about all of
this!  Now I can assure you that the Government’s
assurances over the legitimate claim to the ownership
of Nashville will be assuredly ascertained.  This
ridiculous notion that the city will be forfeit as a result
of the tournament is as ridiculous as it is unascertained,
and I will do everything in my power to make it so.”
   After watching the confused crowd scratch their
heads for some moments the good Senator removed
himself to the parlor at Madame Fleming’s.
   It was at that point that the Union Telegraph Office
clerk appeared and posted the final scorecard for
examination by the crowd.  The Sentinel was fortunate

enough to get its own copy, which is reproduced here.

~ FINAL BRBII EDITION ~



THE FINAL SCORES
Siragusa/Forbes vs. Winstedt/Armstrong; BBG,

CSA MAJOR VICTORY, CSA 4,550 pts.

Wells/Dodge vs. Gross/Ciampa; BGA,

DRAW; USA 2,181 pts.

Harney/Baker vs. Riggs/Edwards; BGBR

CSA MAJOR VICTORY, CSA 2,602 pts.

Rousell/Kocher vs. Barlow/Meyer; BGC,

CSA MAJOR VICTORY, CSA 3,416 pts.

Bird/McOmish vs. Riggs/Shaw; HPSCC,

USA MAJOR VICTORY, USA 2,646 pts.

Staccioli/Isgro vs. Jenssen/Shaw; HPSCO,

USA MAJOR VICTORY, USA 1,098 pts.

A.Burke/Griffin vs. D.Burke/Johnson; HPSCF,

USA MAJOR VICTORY, USA 500 pts.

Desruisseaux/Karlen vs. Edwards/Twitty; HPSCG,

CSA MAJOR VICTORY, CSA 0 pts.

P. Smith (Hunt)/Taylor vs. Barlow/Fogarty; HPSCP

USA MAJOR VICTORY, USA 2,755 pts.

Desruisseaux (M.Smith) /Arndt vs. Gross/Lutes; HPSCS,

CSA MAJOR VICTORY, CSA 1,322 pts.

Kunz (Phillips) /Crawford vs. Danner/Ayers; HPSCV

USA MAJOR VICTORY, USA 2,026 pts.

P.Smith/Newton vs. Roubaud/Fogarty; HPSCH,

USA MINOR VICTORY, USA 250 pts.

Kunz/Ray vs. Frost/Larson; HPSCA,

DRAW, USA 250 pts.

H.Smith/Sheppard vs. Ciampa/Meyer; HPSCG,

DRAW, CSA 294 pts.

DISPUTED CONTEST

   Hot words were flying back and forth in the Bucktail
Saloon on 3rd Street this past Tuesday evening as an
argument broke out over one of the posted tournament
games.  It seems that elements of the pro-Southern
crowd were advocating that the AoG should have
gotten at least the minimum number of points for a
Major Victory in the HPS Gettysburg contest of
Desruisseaux (M. Smith) Arndt Vs. Edwards/Twitty.
   “Let me put it to you this way,” stated Nate
Greenwood, the proprietor of Secesh Things & Such,
a fashionable clothing store for young, Southern
women.  “The game had to have a minimum number
of points awards for a CSA Major Victory, didn’t it?
That’d be the threshold value.  It just makes sense that
if the game was called off at that point that the points
ought to have been awarded!”
   “Not so,” declared Stuart Malken, the owner of
Malken’s Pottery.  “The game was never completed!
You can’t give out points for an incomplete game.”
   Ned Farley took Malken’s side in the argument.
“That’s right!  And some of those games begin with
the Rebs holding big points to start out, and maybe

that game didn’t get beyond the first couple of turns!

When you look at it that way, it makes a lot of sense
that no points were awarded.  Why I even think that the
claim for a CSA Victory ought not to have been
made!”
   Those comments brought about a lot of clatter as all
of the pro-Southern crowd suddenly threw back their
chairs and stood up together!
   “Now wait just a minute, here!”, called out “Two-
Fingers” Charlie Shanks.  “A victory is a victory, and
ain’t nobody gonna take away what’s rightfully printed
on that there scorecard!”, he said.
   The situation could have quickly gotten out of
control, as enough hands on both sides were reaching
inside coats; but reason prevailed when old judge
Carter from Franklin smacked his cane upon the bar.
   “Enough!”, he shouted.  “There’s no sense to this
argument as it doesn’t change things anyway.  Its clear
that the Army of Georgia won the Bar Room Brawl II
Tournament.  Let the scorecard stand as it is for that
one game; a CSA Victory with 0 pts.”
   The judge’s words had their intended sobering effect
and things in the Bucktail Saloon simmered down
without further incident.  However, Charlie Shanks was
seen to very ostentatiously picked his teeth with his
pearl handled Bowie knife.

BELATED WORD FROM RECENT

BATTLEFIELD

   Hidden among the piles of paper scattered about the
Sentinel office were found two pieces of tardy history.
These were the military dispatch forwarded to
Confederate Headquarters by Union Lt.-Col. Doug
Shaw formally announcing the Federal Victory at
Corinth, and the note sent to the Sentinel by Lt.-Gen.
Derald Riggs informing us of the same!  We now print
these overdue missives in their entirety.

“Gen Harney Sir,
     “I believe it is now official.  After 30 turns of
fighting in the scenario “My God! My Boys are
Running,” of HPS Corinth, between Riggs/Shaw USA
and Bird/McOmish CSA, the final score is -1646.
With the draw level being +1000 pts, I believe this
results in a Union Major Victory of +2646 points for
the USA.
     “It was a well fought battle and I want to thank
Gen Bird and Col McOmish for a great game.  I look
forward to meeting them again sometime.
     “Also, it was a pleasure to get a chance to work
with my commanding officer Gen Riggs.
     “Gen Harney and Col Meyer, if you gentlemen
would kindly record this result, I would greatly
appreciate it.
     “Sincerely,
     “Lt-Col Shaw”

     “Them Rebs have given up the field at Corinth and

melted into the woods.  Our boys are celebrating a

Major Victory. Lt. Col. Shaw and I express our thanks

to the brave men of our army.

     “Lt.-Gen. D. Riggs”



A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

   Our readers may remember the piece sent in some
while back by one Philo T. Spinmeister, whose
whereabouts have since been the subject of no little
speculation.  The Sentinel is happy to notify everyone
that he is alive and well (we think!), as evidenced in
this letter he has sent to us.

   “I hear that the Northern public is frantic for news of
its premier press affairs officer, Col. Philo. T.
Spinmeister.  Fear not loyal Unionists: the Colonel is
still a loyal servant to that very Union that we all hold
so dear.  But first I must rebut some vile calumnies
about my recent hasty departure from Nashville.
Contrary to the sworn testimony of thirty-two
‘eyewitnesses’, my departure had nothing to do with a
certain incident at Miss Haversham’s School for
Respectable Young Ladies.  Suffice it to say that their
vile accusations are beneath the dignity of a ‘family’
newspaper to reprint.  Even a one-eyed veteran such as
myself can see the facts better that those thirty-two
perjurers!  But I digress from my report.
   “I was called away by the General Commanding.
When I rushed into his tent, our gallant leader greeted
me with all the courtesies of a four-star general.
‘Spinmeister,’ he began, ‘it seems that with all the
victories our officers are racking up, we no longer need
a press officer with your unique…er…talents.  I need
you for a dangerous mission.’  He proceeded to relate
that he was ‘SHOCKED, shocked to learn that
gambling was happening on the Cumberland riverboats,
our vital supply line.  ‘Your mission, my dear Philo, is
to infiltrate this den of thieves and report back.’  We
quickly agreed on an appropriate disguise: I was to pose
as a disgraced officer being led to the Union stockade
in Cairo, Illinois.
   “At nightfall, I was escorted onto a stout side-
wheeler, the Dogpatch Queen by the doughty
Lieutenant Francis McGirk and his Provost Guard.
Posing as Colonel ‘Deadeye’ Dick of the 112th Illinois,
I quickly infiltrated those chaw-chewing, riverboat
gamblers, and found them to be inferior poker players
to boot.  After amassing a huge pile of chips from these
rubes, one pulled out an ‘Arkansas Toothpick’,
accusing me of playing a fifth ace.
   “ ‘What!’, I cried! ‘Don’t you hayseeds know how to
play poker ‘ala style Parisienne?  Haven't you ever
heard of the Ace of Knaves?’
   “ ‘Git-er rope,’ muttered the unwashed rogue.
   “I sounded the alarm to Lt. McGirk, ‘Arrest these
scum – they are obviously Rebs, as the only game they
know is Texas Hold-um!’
   “Next there broke out the usual scrum that seems to
occur whenever I frequent a saloon.  In the fray, some
overturned lanterns lit a cotton bale, causing a great
conflagration. When McGirk’s men tried to douse the
flames, I cried; ‘Decease!  This is all part of my plan!
The blaze will lure all the Rebel guerillas along the
river into our trap!’
   “Some nearby stern-wheelers came by offering their
assistance.

   “ ‘A splendid idea!  Lt. McGirk, throw flaming bales
on their decks as well!”
   “There arose such a bonfire on the river that it truly
matched the fifth circle of Hell in its intensity.
   “That will put an end to gambling on the river!” I
exalted!
   “As the flames consumed the Dogpatch Queen, I was
carried off by the Provost Guard despite my
protestations, so determined was I to go down with my
ship.  On the river bank I found that my strategy had
come to fruition: for there was Bedford Forrest and all
his cavalry.  Unfortunately Col. Minty and the Federal
troopers were nowhere to be seen, so I had to improvise.
   “Clicking my heals and saluting, I said: ‘Mein Herr
Ginneral, I em ze Baron Von Munchausen, military
observer for ze Crown Prince of Prussia, at your
serrvice!’
   “The Grey Ghost looked me over and spat: ‘So Fritz,
thin why are you a’wearin’ a blue-belly’s coat?’
   “ ‘Easily explained!’, I replied.  ‘Just this evening I
performed an inspection for the Sanitary Commission at
Miss Beulah’s establishment in Nashville.  While she
runs an exemplary operation, the lights are kept low, and
in the darkness some Union officer mistook my Prussian
Blue for this ill-fitting Illinois issue.’
   “Thoroughly convinced of my story, the General
offered to take me on an inspection of the Southern
command post, a sorry dive called Miss Clarissa’s

Tavern.  My hosts explained that it was a Southern
custom for visiting dignitaries to wash the dishes, peel
potatoes and clean out the spittoons, tasks that I jumped
into with zeal.
   “So fear not, gentle readers!  I am in the back room
with a large pile of spuds and Miss Clarissa, who, truth
be told, has a fondness for a dashing man in uniform!
And it is only a matter of time before I recruit her as an
agent-provocateur!  My plan is working to perfection, so
much so, that when I return, I expect to be awarded the
Kearny Cross!
   “I remain, from an undisclosed location,
   “Colonel Philo T. Spinmeister
   “Alias Baron Von Munchausen
   “Press Affairs Officer, Army of the Cumberland”

   As this letter from the colonel was dated over a
month ago we hope that he has concluded his
undercover mission and has returned safely to Federal
lines.  Otherwise we are saddened to have taken a part
in blowing his cover…or was that his original intent?

   We recall the incident on the river occasioned by the
colonel’s doings, and have had our wood engraver
fashion a facsimile of the flaming event on the next
page.

INFORMATION WANTED

   JOHN McLAUGHLIN, aged 15 years, left home
THIS PAST WEDNESDAY MORNING, had on black pants,
blue jacket, and blue checkered shirt.  Information will
be thankfully received by his mother at the WIGWAM

SALOON, Front Street, between B and C.



Demise of the Dogpatch Queen and the “Gambler’s Fleet”

DANNER ORDERS ARMY TO

PREPARE FOR SIEGE

   Word has arrived from AoC Headquarters that
General Danner has ordered the army to strengthen the
defenses of Nashville against a possible assault by the
Rebel Army of Georgia.  All available working men
from the citizenry have been requested to report to the
Chief Engineer, Brig. Gen. William Derr, who
supervised the construction of the defensive works
built in 1862 and who has been charged with the
additional strengthening.  General Danner has the
utmost confidence in his engineer to complete the work
before any sizable threat to the city can be mounted by
the AoG.
   “Bill Derr is the best man for this job,” he said, “and
I’ve every confidence that the city’s defenses can be
brought up to the highest readiness.”
   But when asked if the AoC would actually make a
stand in Nashville if it came to that, the general’s
response was less than reassuring.
   “The army will, of course, do everything in its power
to prepare for that eventuality,” he said.  “But I must
stress that it would also be dependent upon keeping the
Rebels south of the Cumberland River line!”
   When pressed for an explanation of what would
happen should the river line be breached, he admitted
that there would be no recourse but for the army to fall
back to “Lou’vul”!

   Given that information the Sentinel conducted an
investigation into the possibility of the Cumberland
River being crossed by Rebel forces and concluded the
following.
   A). The entire Cumberland River Line, as described
by General Derr, cannot be held without additional
forces being sent by the War Department.
   B). There are not enough provisions here to feed any
additional forces sent by the War Department.
   C). Should any additional forces be sent from the
War Department, they would be commanded by newly
named Maj. Gen. Charles Burblington.
   D). Confederate forces seem to be able to move
freely behind Federal lines already, as witnessed by the
earlier “visit” made by the tournament onlookers from
the Army of Northern Virginia.
   And finally, E). The Sentinel has received notice
from Confederate General Paul Smith to have all
printing presses and materials held in good condition
for the arrival of Colonel Larry Kocher, who is due to
arrive in this city within three days!
   That gives the Sentinel staff enough time to dismount
the presses, pack everything up and make one last visit
to Madame Flemings before making the trek to
Lou’vul.  There we hope to continue to provide our
award-winning, biased coverage under a new banner
that will rival anything heretofore printed; provided, of
course, that we are able to be provided with that of our

most necessary of consumable items, liquor.



   GENERAL MEAGER. – Some time since the Cincinnati
Gazette charged this officer with being too drunk to
keep his saddle at the battle of Antietam.  The
following is an extract from a private letter written by
Judge O’Connor of New York city to a friend in San
Francisco, under date of October 11th.  The writer
makes no allusion to the Gazette’s story:

   “Our friend, General Meager, with his usual good
fortune, has escaped from the bullets, although exposing
himself with his usual daring on the battle field.  At
Antietam, particularly, he acted thus, and when cheering
on his men had his horse shot out from under him, and
was borne insensible from the field.  He (Meager) writes
to me from Bolivar Heights, Virginia, October 4th, as
follows: ‘Well, I had another wonderful escape – How is
it?  Even to myself it seems incredible.  The havoc in the
brigade was fearful in the extreme.  The four regiments
comprising it exhibit, to-day (though not half a dozen
men are missing and not accounted for) something less
than a force of seven hundred for active duty.  The colors
are in shreds – the flag staff broken and splintered.  My
very best officers were shot dead on the field and fell
everywhere about me.  Nevertheless, it was a
magnificent victory for the Army of the Potomac, and
the Irish Brigade, I am proud to the innermost heart to
say, confirmed the reputation it had previously won.’ ”

$100 REWARD!

FOR ANY CASE OF
Syphillis, in any stage, which

DR. LE RICHEAU’S GOLDEN BALSAM
fails to cure.  No comment is necessary upon
this medicine, it stands entirely upon its own

unequaled merits; it has cured thousands who have
wasted handsome fortunes, and will cure thousands

more.  GOLDEN BALSAM, No. 1, for first and second
stages, such as sores upon the legs, or other parts of the
body, sore eyes, etc., etc.  GOLDEN BALSAM, No. 2,
for Tertiary, Mercurial and Syphilitic Rheumatism.
Price, $5 per bottle; upon receipt of this sum we will
ship to any part of the State.  NOTICE – We have no
agents for this medicine, and are Sole Proprietors and
Manufacturers.  All orders must be directed to us to
obtain the genuine.  Observe well the Manufacturer’s
name upon each inside label.  We guarantee a perfect
and lasting cure.

RICHARDS & WHITFIELD,
Importers, Wholesale and Retail Druggists,
Corner of Maple and 4th Streets, Nashville

*** ALSO ***
Sole agents for the Celebrated SPANISH ANTIDOTE,
a preparation never known to fail, for the cure of Gleet,

Gonorrhea, Irritation, Gravel, and all Urinary
derangements.  None genuine without our circular of

GOLDEN BALSAM wrapped around the
bottle.

CHARLES CURRY
IMPORTER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

GUN WAREHOUSE
No. 22, Oak Street, Nashville

   The undersigned has just returned from Europe,
where he has personally superintended the
manufacture and selection of his stock, and having
largely increased his business, is now prepared to
furnish to the trade all articles in his line at rates that
defy competition.  Importing goods direct from the
manufacturer gives him advantages which are not to
be had in any other house within the State of
Tennessee.  He has now on hand and is constantly
receiving  Guns made by the following celebrated
English makers; William Greener, Westley Richard,
J. Manton, Chas. Lancaster, Jno. Rigby, Chas. Jones,
Wm. Moore, Moore & Harris, Robt. Adams and
other celebrated makers.
   Has on hand Sharp’s, Colt’s, Wurfilien, Slotter &
Leman’s Rifles; Colt’s, Sharp’s, Derringer’s,
Cooper’s, and Smith  & Wesson’s Pistols; and
Powder, Shot, Caps, Wads, Powder Flasks, Shot
Pouches, Wire Cartridges, and Gun Material of all
description.  Also a large assortment of Geo.
Wostenholm’s I X L Bowie Knives and Pocket
Cutlery.
   N.B. – C. CURRY has also received the Agency for
Wm. Greener’s celebrated English guns, and is the
only authorized Agent for the sale of Derringer’s
Pistols in Tennessee.

CHARLES CURRY
No. 22, Oak Street, Nashville

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
Of the relocation of BERENSON’S LIQUOR
IMPORTORS, formerly of No. 16, Elm Street
(across from the offices of the Nashville Sentinel

newspaper), to relocate to Louisville, Kentucky
(hopefully once again across from the offices of that
same newspaper).  While BERENSON’S has
appreciated the fine clientele enjoyed during its stay
in this fair city, it cannot hope to conduct the same
brisk trade it kept with the members of Nashville’s
Bohemian Circle, those stalwart, heavy-drinking
purveyors of the printed word, who must, alas,
relocate to more protected environs.

MADAME FLEMING’S

55 Maple Street, Nashville

   We are pleased to announce a complete
redecoration of our main parlor and upper rooms in a
motif pleasantly reminiscent of an actual Georgia

plantation.


